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1 Month a  year

is wasted for each developer! 
(8% of the time)

Because of constant task switching and 
wrestling with inefficient tools 

Why 1 month a year? 
15 mins per switch * 3 switches every day on average * 20 business days per month * 12 months 

=  180 hours per year -> 1 months per year (+ other added costs) Source?

https://www.verifiedmarketresearch.com/product/devops-market/


A pipeline example

Running even an average pipeline 10 times a day will form a clot in production, 
delaying a release of a feature to the next day or even after



The Market Validation
There is a hunger for automation performance in the market

(The companies and they all say they’re looking for better performance)

Large companies: Middle sized companies: Small companies:



The Promise

Run automation processes 5-10x faster.

Significantly improve time to market.

Boost developers performance by 8%. 



BuildBen’s Solution

A Booster that utilizes spare 
resources from developers’ 
machines to speed up the 

automation processes.

Shrinking the waiting time
from 60 up to 10 mins



Status & POC

Intro:
The company was looking for a way to 
significantly speed up the development 
flow

In production:
11 months, ~10 developers

Result:
- 6x faster builds within the same 
infrastructure
- 2x adoption growth within the company
- Design partner

Intro:
The company had very complex project 
and was looking for a solution that 
could handle it

In production:
11 months, 20-30 developers

Result:
- Full production scale with 100+ builds 
every day
- 7x faster build times than any
competitor can provide
- Find weak points and the development 
process and eliminate it.

UDS SuperUp
(Shelfy.io)



Continuous Deployment Market Size

$ 2.6B

2020

$ 6.1B

2025

20%
Growth per year

Link to the source 

Continuous Delivery Market By Pipeline Stages (Source Stage, Build Stage, Test Stage, And Deploy Stage), By 
Deployment Type (Cloud and On-Premises), By Organization Size, By Component, By Industry Vertical, And Segment 
Forecasts, 2016-2026 – Reportsanddata, ID: RND_001676, Publish Date: August, 2019, Pages: 121



Business Model
Revenue model:  recurring payment

based on avai lable amount of active developers connected

Small
1-10 developers

Medium
10-100 developers

Large
100 developers or more

$1,000 - $4,000 / year $5,000 - $25,000 / year$60,000+ / year

Our ideal  customer is a technological  company with working 
automation they’re wil l ing to improve



Financials

Seeking capital of 
$1,500,000

to complete fully featured 
product and establish 

$30,000 - $40,000 MRR for 
the Round A


